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Education

Bachelor of Engineering, Canara Engineering College 2019 – 2023
Mangalore, India

High School, Canara High School 2013 – 2017
Mangalore, India

Skills

Front-End Development (HTML ,CSS, JS, ReactJs) | Back-End Development (NodeJs, SQL, MongoDB, Express)

Programming Languages (C, C++, Java) | Design (Adobe Illustrator, Figma)

Manual Testing (Postman, Thunder-client)

Certificates

Technical Support Fundamentals 
from GOOGLE
The IT Support Certificate Training 
Program, developed by Google and 
hosted on Coursera, can help you 
prepare for an entry-level IT support 
job.

Hackerrank CSS
The Hackerrank CSS certification 
candidate should be capable of 
understanding the concepts of CSS 
and how to use it in design.

Object Oriented Programming in 
C++ from NIIT
Object-oriented programming (OOP) 
is a computer programming model 
that organizes software design 
around data, or objects, rather than 
functions and logic.

Projects

Voting management
The Election Management System is a web-based application that is developed to maintain the voting system 
entirely computerized. This application helps the government to maintain clean voting. The database within this 
web application will be used to store all the voting details to make it easier to count and get the results in a 
speedy manner.

Bloggerline site
The bloggerline project is a client-server Web application built over ReactJs and MongoDB as a backend. 
Blogging, short for web logging, is an application that runs on a server, in which different users can publish and 
revise daily journal entries, and these entries will be made public for others to view.

Social Media REST API
The Social Media REST API works by providing endpoint that you can use to integrate social media content into 
your HTML document. From here, you can apply your own CSS and JavaScript to further manipulate your 
content, creating a seamless experience for the end user.

Weather App
An application built with Angular to check the weather in other locations or where you are right now, use the 
Weather app. Get stunning UI elements and graphics for the places you are looking for.

Random Color Generator (Hex)
Generate beautiful random colors for your next project with the click of a button, with easy-to-use UI choose the 
random color of your choice or whatever dice you have rolled.

Interests

Digital Drawing | Playing Video Games | Video Making | Animation
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